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Abstract

The effects of catalyst support shapes on their final strength and fragmen-
tation behaviour are investigated. Uniaxial compression tests by diametrical
loading of solid and four-holed discs with high-speed video recordings are
employed to investigate strengths and pellet crushing behaviours. The com-
bined finite-discrete element method (FEMDEM) is employed to simulate
the effects of geometrical features and loading orientation on the pre- and
post-failure behaviour of catalysts. A comparison with experimental results
is also presented and the remarkable agreement in failure evolution and mode
is discussed. The ability of FEMDEM simulations to capture the influence
of relative geometrically and structurally induced fragility is illustrated. A
methodology to derive representative fragment size distributions from de-
fined pellet shapes and material properties is introduced, providing a further
tool to enhance the design of catalyst supports.
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1. Introduction1

Particle breakage or structural damage to a particle, within an accumu-2

lation or pack of particles arises from the complex interaction between the3

stress state, environmental conditions, and micromechancal behaviours that4

are not yet well understood [1]. The degradation and failure of particles is5

generally the results of different processes. A minor mode of structural dam-6

age includes attrition or abrasion, whereby particles suffer gradual wearing7

of their surfaces, as a result of stress concentration at certain surface sites,8

e.g. on the corners, edges or protrusions. Only fines are produced in this9

process, as the parent particles are left largely intact. A major mode of10

structural damage called crushing, happens when particles are subjected to11

a sufficiently high force and energy for which the material that constitute12

the particles fails. In this case, fragments of a significant size compared to13

the original particle are generated, and their size distribution arises from the14

interaction between the particle shape, mechanical properties and loading15

conditions [2]. This complex interaction is studied in this work, by means of16

controlled mechanical tests and numerical simulations.17

The catalyst pellets typically employed for fixed-bed reactors in steam18

reformers contain an active metal component supported on porous mate-19

rials with a high surface area, most commonly alumina (aluminium oxide,20

Al2O3). To maximise the available surface area and increase heat transfer,21

these supports can be shaped as cylindrical pellets, balls or more complex22

configurations. The latest generation of pellets were created by extrusion23

and pelletisation often into special holed and grooved shapes and these are24

loaded in bulk with supposed random orientations into 100 mm steel tubes25

of about 4 m length. The catalyst support pellets are packed into tubes26

through which gases are injected under pressure. In conventional reform-27

ing processes, reaction temperatures in the 450-950 ◦C range are required to28

drive the endothermic reactions depending on the application [3]. For this29

reason the bundles of tubes are suspended in a heated chamber, as shown in30

Figure 1, sometimes with some 100-500 tubes per reactor chamber. .31

Catalyst supports are exposed to various conditions that can compromise32

their structural integrity. During transport and placement, catalyst pellets33

are subjected to dynamic loads, such as vibrations and collisions with neigh-34

bouring particles and the container/reactor walls that can chip or break them35

into pieces. When in service, water might leak into the reactors, permeat-36

ing the catalysts. Breakage then results from a sudden water expansion and37
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Figure 1: Reformer with burners and reactor tubes. [4].

vaporisation out of the pellets pores[5, 4].38

The catalyst support ability of absorbing strains without crushing into39

small fragments is another key aspect to ensure their performance. For ex-40

ample, during start-up and shutdown cycles, the different thermal expansion41

properties between the reactor tube and ceramic pellet induces a radial con-42

traction of each section of the catalyst bed. During each cycle, some of the43

catalysts will rearrange their relative positions to accommodated the reac-44

tor contractions. Some others will be compressed to failure by the reactor45

tube and the neighbouring pellets when the interlocking between catalysts in46

the pack doesn’t allow particle rearrangement. The size distribution of the47

fragments produced with this process is related to the catalyst shape and48

strength.49

The accumulation of these fragments causes local clogging action and fur-50

ther pressure drops inside the tubes [6]: at the same time a local decrease in51

efficiency of the reaction and an increase of the temperature occurs, damag-52

ing the tube. This affects the reactor to the point that the catalysts must be53

removed and replaced every three/five years instead of the optimal ten years.54

This recurring event has a significant negative impact on plant lifecycle costs55

(costs for replacements and missing production during the plant downtime).56

Poor heat transfer causes overheating, catalyst deactivation, tubes overheat-57

ing by just 20 ◦C can half the tube life, and tube damage and splitting can58

lead to premature shut down and re-tubing costs estimated at $10-15M in 3-559

years versus a more typical 10 years. Rather than try to minimise local ther-60
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mal fluctuations through improved pellet design, engineers have tended to61

turn to the steel manufacturers to develop even more highly performing tem-62

perature resistant steels [? ]. A better understanding of fracture propagation63

in packed structures of ceramic bodies is crucial to the development of new64

strategies to reduce the accumulation of catalyst fragments and to extend65

the lifetime of reactors, and bring forward further innovations in fixed-bed66

reactor technology.67

Significant recent advancements achieved in the manufacturing technol-68

ogy, including the new opportunities made possible by additive manufactur-69

ing (3D printing) allow the production of customised catalyst pellets with70

complex shapes and architectures. Currently, there are very few methods71

to asses the strength [7, 8, 9, 10] and fragmentation behaviour of complex-72

shaped catalyst pellets. This work offers some guidance on the design of73

catalyst supports and introduces a methodology to derive a representative74

fragment size distribution from defined pellet shape and porosity.75

Previous work on comminution of minerals and ores has aimed at mod-76

elling fracture and fragmentation of multi-body systems of brittle highly77

irregular natural shaped particles for the improvement of the design of rock78

crushers. Discrete element methods (DEM) that handle the interaction be-79

tween contacts can be adapted to include internal breakage of rigid particles80

using a range of approximate methods that allow the big (> 106) particle sys-81

tems to be modelled for sufficient real time processes of interest. Several DEM82

breakage models, e.g. the bond breakage models associated the clumped83

sphere particles Ref Potyondy and Cundall, the breakage models using poly-84

hedral mesh representations originating from Campbell and Potapov , (see85

also Paluzny et al) and the parent daughter progeny models, eg Cleary, have86

all been proposed and summarised in a recent review by Himenez-Herrera87

2018. However, for certain applications such as catalyst packs, greater fi-88

delity in the shape and breakage capture is required if void topologies and89

fragment clogging are to be realistically captured. The ideal approach to90

model fracture and fragmentation is then a FEMDEM method, recognising91

that sufficient computational power will be required to harness these higher92

fidelity approaches for the target problem. In the first instance, in this paper,93

the complexity of the multibody behaviour enabled by of FEMDEM method94

will not be examined while we focus on modelling the multi-fracturing be-95

haviour for different catalyst shapes and particle structures.96

The key features of the two-dimensional combined finite-discrete element97

FEMDEM code implemented in Solidity[11] are the following: (a) compute98
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the contact interaction and motion of bodies, (b) calculate the stresses and99

deformations and (c) compute the transition from continua to discontinua100

when fragmentation occurs. The shape of two-dimensional bodies is discre-101

tised through a triangular mesh. Each triangle is both a discrete element102

(DE) and finite element (FE). When two bodies are in contact, some of the103

elements of the mesh of the first body overlap some elements of the boundary104

of the second body, as shown in Figure 2(a). A contact detection algorithm105

detects all the couples of DE that are more likely to be in contact, discarding106

all the couples that are too far to be in contact. This is done to avoid pro-107

cessing the contact interaction of all the possible couple of elements in the108

system and therefore reducing the run time of the simulation. The contact109

interaction is implemented through a variational formulation.110

This work is organised with the following structure: in Section 2 the con-111

fidence in the FEMDEM capabilities of simulating the failure and fragmen-112

tation of porous ceramic pellets is gradually built up with a series of compar-113

isons between experiments and numerical simulations. After a brief overview,114

Section 2.1 describes the sintering procedure, geometry and bulk density of115

the tested samples. The mechanical tests performed on the disc-like cylindri-116

cal samples with and without holes are introduced in Section 2.2 (Uniaxial117

diametrical compressions) and Section 2.3 (Nanoindentations). The com-118

pression tests are used both to characterise the strength of the two types119

of ceramic involved in the study (a lower and a higher strength porous ce-120

ramic) and set out the tests to be compared with the corresponding numerical121

simulations. Section 2.4 presents the parameters and boundary conditions122

employed in the numerical simulations. A comparison between the loads123

and fragmentation behaviour in the experimental and numerical results is124

presented and critically discussed in Section 2.5 (Cylindrical pellets) and125

Section 2.6 (Four-hole pellets). Lastly, in Section 3 the experimental results126

and numerical simulations on ceramic pellets are used to provide a further127

tool to enhance the design of catalyst supports, also introducing a method-128

ology to derive representative fragment size distributions from defined pellet129

shapes and material properties.130

2. Experiments and numerical modelling of catalyst failure131

A summary of the mechanical experiments and numerical simulations132

that have been undertaken for the validation study is shown in Table 1. The133

variability in the number of tested samples is due to the limited number of134
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Figure 2: Scheme of the key features of the Solidity FEMDEM code: (a) compute the
contact interaction and motion of bodies, (b) calculate the stresses and deformations and
(c) compute the transition from continua to discontinua when fragmentation occurs.
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acceptable specimens (i.e. without imperfections) available for this study.135

The solid cylinder tests together with nano-indentation test are required for136

characterising the strength and deformability of this ceramic of two different137

porosities and the parameters needed for the simulations. The four-holed138

pellet tests were performed to introduce shape and different structural com-139

plexity arising from different loading orientations for that shape.140

2.1. Sample preparation141

Three sets of cylindrical samples with three different geometries were142

sintered with a reference alpha-alumina powder with an average granulate143

size in the 170-210 µm range that was compacted at an initial bulk density144

of 2.25 g/cm3. Two sets consist of cylinders with two different sizes (Small145

and Big) and one set consists of cylinders with four holes (4 − hole). The146

green pellets are then fired at 1200 ◦C and 1300 ◦C to obtain two sets of three147

group of samples each with different mechanical properties. The average of148

the diameter of the cylinders (D), diameter of the holes (d), widths (t) and149

bulk densities of the tested samples are reported in Table 2.150

2.2. Uniaxial compressions151

Uniaxial compressive tests were performed on the two sets of discs with152

and without holes. Prior to testing, one side-face of each specimen had153

a random speckle pattern applied to the surface. The experiments were154

recorded with a high-speed video-camera (Vision Research Phantom v12.1155

monochrome, maximum capture rate 16,000 frames/second at full-resolution156

of 1280 by 800 pixels, fitted with a 100 mm macro lens). The optical axis157

was set normal to the speckled side-face of the specimen. A high-speed video158

camera was used to capture the post failure behaviour and fragmentation159

of the samples at end of the test. The test consists of placing a pellet be-160

tween two plates and diametrically compressing it to failure, similar to the161

indirect tension test known as the Brazilian Disc method when applied to162

solid discs. A monolithic cylinder of aluminium alloy was placed centrally163

on the stationary base of the test rig (Instron model 5984 electromechanical164

test frame). An opposing cylindrical loading platen was mounted centrally165

on the vertically-moving crosshead of the test rig, below the load-cell. The166

experiments were performed in displacement control, with a crosshead veloc-167

ity of 10 mm/s. The test rig control software (Instron Bluehill 3) recorded168

load and displacement during each experiment, at 0.1 second intervals.169
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Table 1: Summary of the experiments and simulations that have been undertaken for the
validation study. * Simulation results for the mesh sensitivity have been presented in [15].

Set
Laboratory
experiments

Numerical
simulations

Size / Orientation N◦ of tests N◦ of runs

1
(Low strength)

Big 4 6*

1
(Low strength)

Small 4 -

2
(High strength)

Big 6 6*

2
(High strength)

Small 5 -

1
(Low strength)

Weak (0◦) 4 1

1
(Low strength) Strong (45◦)

4 1

2
(High strength) Weak (0◦)

3 1

2
(High strength) Strong (45◦)

3 1
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Table 2: Average of the measured dimensions and bulk density of the tested specimens.

Set D d t Bulk density
[mm] [mm] [mm] [g/cm3]

Small 9.59 ± 0.01 - 8.88 ± 0.01 2.21
Big 18.56 ± 0.01 - 19.16 ± 0.01 2.321

4-hole 18.39 ± 0.01 5.14 ± 0.01 12.54 ± 0.01 2.31

Small 9.19 ± 0.01 - 8.49 ± 0.01 2.51
Big 17.69 ± 0.01 - 18.36 ± 0.01 2.692

4-hole 17.56 ± 0.01 4.88 ± 0.01 12.00 ± 0.01 2.64

The compression on the sample is applied by the two loading plates.170

These induce on the cylinders without holes a stress field with horizontal171

tensile stress which, according to a linear elastic model, has its highest value172

in the centre of the disc. The tensile strength can be calculated based on173

the two-dimensional elastic solution for a disc with two concentrated forces174

applied to its vertical extremes. It is then possible to express the horizontal175

tensile stress experienced by the specimen in the centre of the disc as a176

function of the applied load (F ) and of the geometry of the sample.177

ft =
2F

πDt
(1)

178

Assuming that failure occurs at the point of maximum tensile stress, i.e.179

at the centre of the disc, the Brazilian test formula (1) gives an estimate of180

the indirect tensile strength (ft), where D is the diameter of the disc and t181

its width [12]. This relation is only valid for cylinders without holes. With182

the aim of characterising the tensile strength of the four-hole specimens,183

cylinders of two different sizes (Small and Big) were tested to take into184

account the possible variability of the tensile strength with the different die185

shapes employed for the green pellet compaction. The mean values and the186

standard errors of the Brazilian disc test results are shown in Figure 3(a).187

Uniaxial compressive tests were also performed on 6-8 specimens from188

each of the two sets of four-hole cylinders. When the two hole centres lie189

directly in line with the loading points, this is the weak orientation. Con-190

sidering the angles between the line of the contact points and the symmetry191
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axes of the discs created by the four hole locations, the weak and the strong192

orientations correspond to 0◦ and 45◦ respectively. For each set, the four-193

hole cylinders were tested in both the weak and the strong orientation of the194

holes, as shown in Figure 4(a) and 4(b). The mean values and the standard195

errors of the peak force for each are shown in Figure 3(a).196

The experimental results can be used to quantify the structural strength,197

of this type of pellet for two loading configurations (weak and the strong ori-198

entation of the holes), i.e. the maximum value of force that the specimen can199

support without breaking for a given configuration (orientation) of the load.200

The results from the other two sets of samples have shown a quite consis-201

tent relation between loading orientation, tensile strength and the structural202

strength of the pellets. When normalising the load at failure with the failure203

load of an equivalent solid cylinder of identical tensile strength and geometry204

but without holes, all the results converged to a value of about 2% for the205

weak orientation and about 20% for the strong orientation. In reconciling the206

remaining differences between strength reduction due to presence of holes, it207

is important to point out that the load values at failure have been affected208

by errors since the video recordings and load cell values were not sufficient209

to define the exact time and load corresponding to the primary failure of the210

samples.211

2.3. Nanoindentations212

The Young’s moduli of the four-hole cylindrical samples were inferred by213

nanoindentations. The apparatus[13] has maximum load of 400 mN, load214

noise of < 1 µN, maximum depth of 1,000 nm, and depth noise of < 0.2215

nm. A Berkovich diamond indenter with tip radius of < 3 nm has been used216

to indent the specimen. Each indentation test is performed within 240 s,217

including a 30 s holding time at the peak load. The testing temperature218

is maintained within the range 20-22 ◦C to reduce the thermal drift. For219

each sample, one hundred indentations have been performed for statistical220

correction to minimise the experimental error. A correction was performed by221

excluding the experimental results that were 50% either lower or higher than222

the average value of the entire distribution. The mean values and standard223

errors of the Young’s modulus estimated for each set of specimens are shown224

in Figure 3(b).225
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Figure 3: (a) Indirect tensile strength of the Small (solid red) and Big (void red) cylinders
evaluated by Brazilian disc test. Average (black) tensile strength of both Small and Big
results calculated for the eight specimens (Set 1), and eleven specimens (Set 2). (b)
Young’s modulus of the four-hole cylinders of the three sets of samples evaluated by
nanoindentations. Error bar indicates standard error.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Frames from the video recording of the uniaxial compressive tests on four-hole
specimens: (a) Weak and (b) Strong loading orientation.
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Figure 5: Loads at failure for the uniaxial compressive tests on the four-hole specimens
from each set of three specimens: (a) Weak and (b) Strong loading orientation.

2.4. Numerical model226

The loading plates and the tested samples have been modelled with 2D227

FEMDEM simulations. Both tests and simulations have been performed on228

discs with and without holes, the mesh and boundary conditions are shown229

in Figure 6 and 9 respectively. Note that in anticipation of performing simu-230

lations that can capture changes in much shorter than millionths of a second,231

experiments were also recorded with a high-speed camera to determine the232

fracture path during crushing. The top loading plate is constrained with233

constant velocity. The velocity of the constraint is set to 0.01 m/s, which is234

the loading rate that was set in the laboratory experiments. To reduce the235

calculation time, when the simulation starts, the top plate is in contact with236

the specimen and for this reason an initial velocity equal to the one applied to237

the experimental constraint is imposed on the simulated loading plates. The238

specimen is discretised with an unstructured fine mesh to correctly represent239

both the de-bonding stress during the opening of the crack and the fracture240

path along the element boundaries. The total number of elements employed241

in the simulations of discs with and without holes is about 37,000 and 53,000242

respectively. The material properties used to describe the loading plates are243

Es=210 GPa, νs=0.3 and ρs=7850 kg/m2, where Es is the Young’s modu-244

lus, νs is the Poisson’s ratio and ρs is the density. The interaction between245

the steel and the alumina sample is modelled using a Coulomb coefficient of246
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friction equal to 0.01. The material properties used for the specimens vary247

depending on the set of the tested sample. The following parameters have248

been used to simulate the pellets from Set 1: Ec=40.5 GPa, νc=0.17, ρc=2310249

kg/m2, ft=5.07 MPa and GI=0.20 J/m2. For Set 2 these were Ec=57.9 GPa,250

νc=0.17, ρc=2690 kg/m2, ft=10.62 MPa and GI=0.40 J/m2. Since a value251

of fracture toughness was not available for the tested samples, the appropri-252

ate values for GI were optimised by trial and error for the large disc for Set253

1 and Set 2 to ensure the simulation obtained the experimentally observed254

failure mechanism for the uniaxial compression of a disc. In other words,255

the optimal value to assign to GI was selected from the simulation showing a256

fracture initiating from the centre of the disc and propagating to the two con-257

tact points. This calibration process set the scene to progress to simulating258

more complex shaped geometry pellets with the same properties. The same259

values of energy release rate have been used for the simulations of uniaxial260

compression of pellets with four holes.261

Numerical simulations of the uniaxial compression tests on the disc with262

four holes have been carried out loading the specimens in different orienta-263

tions, i.e. with respect to the angles between the line of the contact points264

and the symmetry axes of the discs created by the four hole locations. Load-265

ing orientations at intervals of 5◦ have been considered between the weak266

(0◦) and the strong (45◦) orientation configuration of the four-hole disc.267

2.5. Cylindrical pellets results268

As was pointed out, since a value of fracture toughness was not available269

for the cylindrical samples, values for GI were optimised for the two sam-270

ple sets to obtain the correct theoretical and observed tensile initiation and271

failure mechanism for the uniaxial compression of a disc. It is important to272

point out that the values of GI deduced in this way as being applicable were273

lower than the corresponding values obtained in the literature for a similar274

porous alumina sample. This might be an effect of the procedures that have275

been employed to sinter the tested samples, as also the tensile strengths and276

Young’s moduli were lower than the corresponding values published in the277

literature for a similar porous alumina sample. In Figure 7, a comparison278

between the numerical simulation and the actual experiment of cylindrical279

pellet from Set 1 is presented. Figure 7(a) shows the horizontal stresses280

reaching the value of tensile stress (red) in the centre of the disc before fail-281

ure. After that point, a fracture initiates from the centre and propagates282

diametrically to the two points of contacts, as shown in Figure 7(b). While283
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the fracture reaches the two points of contact, also the applied load drasti-284

cally decreases and the two halves of the disc fragment under the action of285

the two loading plates as shown in Figure 7(c). The simulation results can286

be compared with two frames obtained from the high-speed video recordings287

of the test of a disc with no holes from Set 1 shown in Figure 7(d) and 7(e).288

The plate displacement that was measured by the rig during the tests was289

greatly overestimated, due to the high stiffness of the tested samples, and290

the consequent self compliance of the test apparatus. Assuming an elastic291

response of the disc and that the applied load is transmitted by each loading292

plate on a 200 µm portion of the disc surface (α ≈ 0.6◦), an approximate293

solution for the relation between the plate displacement and applied load294

during the test can be defined according to equation (2)[14].295

d = − 2P

π E t
[(1 − µ) − log(1 +

4

sin2(α)
)]

α

sin(α)
(2)

In Figure 8 the load-displacement curves calculated in the numerical sim-296

ulations for Set 1 and Set 2 are compared with the corresponding approxi-297

mated experimental curves. The Young’s moduli and poisson’s ratios used298

in equation (2) to calculate a good approximation for the corrected force-299

displacement test results are the same that have been used in the simulations.300

The two numerical curves match the approximated experimental curves. The301

simulated force-displacement curve for Set 2 shows some fluctuations, due to302

the vibrational modes (mostly rotations) of the specimen during loading.303

The maximum value for the contact force is slightly higher in the numerical304

results than in the theoretical prediction obtained from the experimental re-305

sults. This could be because the mesh elements are not all perfectly aligned306

across the vertical plane where the stress field develops its maximum ten-307

sion. A mesh sensitivity analysis has been presented in [15], showing that308

the uniaxial compression results applied to the Brazilian disc example are309

not particularly sensitive to the mesh size and mesh structure.310

2.6. Four-hole pellets results311

Due to the limited number of specimens available and the difficulties in312

keeping pellets held in position with a precise hole symmetry orientation313

during the tests, catalysts have only been tested in the neighbourhood of314

the week (0◦) and strong (45◦) orientations. The experimental results of315

the uniaxial compressive test on four-hole pellets from Set 1 in the weak316
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Figure 6: Simulation of the uniaxial compressive test on a cylinder without holes from Set
1: triangular mesh discretisation of the specimen and loading plates.

orientation have been compared with corresponding numerical simulations:317

Figure 9 and 10(a) respectively, show the triangular mesh discretisation of318

the specimen and the mean stress field on the four-hole pellet before primary319

failure. The stress is reaching the value of the tensile strength in various320

locations around the holes (in red). During the primary fragmentation the321

propagating fractures splitting the pellet in two halves and fragmenting the322

core into three chips, as shown in Figure 10(b). A short time later, initial323

cracks have propagated from the primary failure, the tensile stress builds up324

on two opposite holes on the right and left hand side of the pellet, splitting325

the two halves of the cylinder into smaller fragments. Figure 10(c) shows the326

crushed pellet after ultimate failure. Different fragments have been identified327

with different colours. Figure 10(d) shows a frame from the video recording328

of the corresponding actual experiment. The same colour pattern has been329

applied to help identifying the fragments in the video recording. When the330

ultimate failure is reached in both the numerical and actual experiment, four331

bigger fragments on the pellet shell (in red, green, purple and violet) and332

three smaller in the core (in orange, blue and purple). The similarity is333

remarkable; consider for example the shape of the central piece broken out334

when the four holes are all joined by fractures as seen in the last frame. Some335

differences might be caused by the two-dimensional idealisation of the pellet336
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 7: Simulation of the uniaxial compressive test on a cylinder without holes from Set
1: (a) Horizontal tensile stress field before failure reaching the value of tensile strength in
the centre of the disc. (b) Crack propagating from the centre of the disc to the two sides
and (c) splitting of the two sides of the disc and post failure fragmentation. Two frames
from the video recording of the uniaxial compressive test on a cylinder without holes from
Set 1: (d) before and (e) after failure.
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Figure 8: Force-displacement curve for the uniaxial compressive test on a cylinder without
holes from Set 1 (blue) and Set 2 (black). Comparison between the numerical results (solid
lines) and the the theoretical curve given by the experimental results (dashed lines).

as an homogeneous material. Imperfect contacts between the pellet and the337

loading plate in the third dimension, small imperfections in the real catalyst338

and a slightly tilted initial configuration, as shown in Figure ??, have not339

been captured in the two-dimensional numerical simulation.340

As an extension to this validation study, the numerical simulations of341

the uniaxial compressive test on the four-hole pellets from Set 1 and Set342

2 have been performed for different hole axes symmetry orientations. Fig-343

ure 11(a) and 11(b) show simulated loading orientations at intervals of 5◦
344

between the weak (0◦) and the strong (45◦) orientation configuration of the345

four-hole pellets. The load-displacement curves for the Set 1 and Set 2 are346

shown in Figure 11(c) and Figure 11(e) respectively. For these orientations347

the primary failure is almost immediately followed by the ultimate failure,348

as there is no significant increase in the load during crushing after the peak349

in the load-deflection curves. This means that the fragments resulting from350

the primary failure are also weak in these loading configurations at the loads351

they have to sustain immediately post-peak. Figure 11(d) and Figure 11(f)352

show a different behaviour for loading orientations between 25◦ and 45◦. The353

primary failure happens after the first peak in the load-displacement curve,354

in the 0-10 µm displacement interval. After that, the fragments resulting355

from the primary failure are loaded again until they break into smaller frag-356

ments. This process can be repeated several times until the ultimate failure357
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is reached, as shown in the post peak behaviour of the load-displacement358

curves for orientations such as 40◦ and 45◦. Moreover, the load that the359

fragmented pellets can support after primary failure might increase to two or360

three times higher than the load that had broken the catalyst in the primary361

failure.362

Figure 12 shows a comparison between the experimental and numerical363

load-time curves from the uniaxial compressive test on the four-hole pellets364

from Set 1 and Set 2. The experimental results for the pellets in their weak365

orientation are compared with the simulated results from loading orientation366

angles 0◦ and 5◦. This is done to take into account the small rotations of367

the pellet during the test from their weak orientation. The numerical results368

show a higher value of the peak load compared to the experimental peak369

load for both Set 1 and Set 2, as shown in Figure 12(a) and Figure 12(c)370

respectively. This might be due to the lower frequency rate in output from371

the experimental apparatus or smoothing errors. Moreover, it can be seen372

that the discrepancy is higher for Set 1, consisting of weaker pellets, for373

which failure happens more suddenly. Another important aspect to take in374

into account is the great variability of the experimental results given by the375

microstructural differences in samples from the same set. Figure 12(b) and376

Figure 12(d) compare the experimental results for the pellets in their strong377

orientation with the simulated results from loading orientation angles 40◦
378

and 45◦ for Set 1 and Set 2 respectively. Owing to the relatively rapid strain379

rates in the laboratory, it is suspected that the experimental results are not380

sensitive enough to resolve the peak corresponding to the pellet’s primary381

failure, showing just a single peak at a higher load, which corresponds to382

the pellet ultimate failure. This results in a systematic over-estimation of383

the pellet strength in its strong orientation due to the residual strength of384

the fragments resulting from primary failure. This aspect is important when385

routine tests are carried out on pellets. Catalyst supports need to meet386

precise strength requirements in order to be safely employed in a reactor.387

The strength of a complex shaped pellet for a particular orientation might388

be met only apparently, as the peak load from the primary failure might be389

covered by a higher load peak, corresponding to the strength of the fragments390

and not the actual strength of the pellet.391

In Figure 13 the load at the primary failure calculated in the numerical392

simulation for the different orientations is compared with the experimental393

data. The values of load have been normalised with respect to the strength394

of an equivalent cylinder of identical geometry without holes. The shaded395
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Figure 9: Simulation of the uniaxial compressive test on a four-hole pellet from Set 1:
triangular mesh discretisation of the specimen and loading plates.

area displays the residual strength after primary failure from the numerical396

simulations. This residual strength corresponds to the strength of the frag-397

ments and not the actual strength of the pellet. While the ultimate failure398

load for most of the orientations (0◦-35◦) is equal or lower than the primary399

failure load, the residual strength of the fragments can be 2-3 times higher for400

configurations close to the strong orientation (40◦ and 45◦). The numerical401

results provide a relation between the loading orientation and the structural402

strength of the four-hole pellets which is consistent between the two sets403

of samples. As discussed above, the experimental results were only able to404

capture the ultimate failure load of the pellets. These experimental values405

are within the range of load of ultimate failure obtained from the numerical406

simulations and represented in Figure 13 by the shaded area.407

3. Numerical investigation of fragmentation and fines production408

An overview of the four-hole pellets fragmentation after primary and ul-409

timate failure by uniaxial compression for different loading orientations is410

shown in Figure 14 for Set 1 and Figure 15 for Set 2. The fragments orig-411

inating from the primary failure have been identified with different colours.412

The frame to represent the ultimate failure corresponds to a diametrical413

strain εd = 0.17%.414
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(a) (b) (c)

(d)

Figure 10: Simulation of the uniaxial compressive test on a four-hole pellet from Set 1: (a)
Mean stress field on the pellet before primary failure: compressive (blue = -5.07MPa) and
tensile (red = 5.07 MPa) stress. The stress is reaching the value of the tensile strength in
various locations around the holes. (b) Mean stress field before the ultimate failure. Initial
cracks have already propagated after primary failure and the tensile stress is building up
on two opposite holes (right and left hand side) before splitting the two halves of the pellet
into smaller fragments. (c) Fragmented pellet after ultimate failure. (d) Frame from the
video recording of the uniaxial compressive test on a four-hole pellet from Set 1 after
failure.
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Figure 11: (a,b) Boundary conditions and load-displacement curves obtained from uniaxial
compressive test simulations on the four-hole specimens from (c,d) Set 1 and (e,f) Set 2
for orientation angles: (c,e) 0◦ (red), 5◦ (blue), 10◦ (orange), 15◦ (green), 20◦ (magenta)
and (d,f) 25◦ (red), 30◦ (blue), 35◦ (orange), 40◦ (green) and 45◦ (magenta).
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Figure 12: Comparison of the numerical and experimental compressive test results on the
four-hole specimens from Set 1 (a,b) and Set 2 (c,d). The experimental results (dashed
black) for the the (a,c) weak (0◦) and (b,d) strong (45◦) orientations are compared with
the numerical compressive test results with orientation angles 0◦ (red), 5◦ (blue) and 40◦

(blue), 45◦ (red) respectively.
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Figure 13: Relation between the loading orientation and the structural strength of four-
hole pellets, normalised with respect to the strength of an equivalent cylinder of identical
geometry without holes. Experimental (dots) and numerical (continuous lines) results for
Set 1 (blue), Set 2 (black). The shaded area represents the residual strength after primary
failure. The error bars for the experimental data represent the standard error.

The numerical results show that, given the combination of shape and415

hole symmetry orientation of the catalyst supports in their strong orienta-416

tions, a uniaxial compression generates a compressive stress concentration417

in the pellet core. At ultimate failure, this high compressive stress is re-418

leased, generating shock waves and crack branching that break the pellet419

into small fragments and fines. This suggests that catalyst shapes that allow420

high concentrations of stress, although capable of withstanding higher loads421

in particular configurations, also tend to break into a larger fractions of fines.422

The fragmentation behaviour of spherical alumina supports has been inves-423

tigated in a previous study[16]. In that study it was also found that, the424

ultimate failure of spherical catalyst supports generates a large proportion425

of fine fragments, due to the high compressive stress in the pellet core. In426

operating conditions like the ones described in the Introduction section, the427

capability of a pellet to withstand a certain load is not relevant given the428

fact that the external load is simply a function of the final strain applied429

by a shrinking annulus of the tube walls and the particles’ ability to reori-430

entate and slide to less stressed positions in the pack. Improvements in the431

fragmentation behaviour of catalysts supports can be achieved by avoiding432

geometrical features that induce stress accumulation, that we have now seen433

is associated with a larger proportions of fines. This is also confirmed by434
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the experimental results shown in Figure 16. Pellets loaded in their weak435

orientations, with no compressive stress concentration, at ultimate failure436

produce fewer fine fragments and a few major broken pieces, compared to437

those loaded in their strong orientations, which induce compressive stress438

concentration in the pellet core.439

Avoiding the accumulation of fine fragments is crucial for increasing the440

life-time of the reactor and can help by preventing avoiding costly perfor-441

mance and operating problems. For this reason the characterisation of the442

fines produced during crushing of a particular pellet shape and the catalyst443

support material’s strength gives important insights into its performance as444

a catalyst support. Of course, there are other important aspects that have to445

be taken into account during the design of a catalyst support other than its446

fragility due to shape/structure and the ceramic strength itself, such as its447

surface area, porosity, packing properties, etc. that will all contribute greatly448

to flow rates pressure drop and reaction efficiency. For instance, a change449

in the catalyst shape affects the final fixed bed reactor packing structure,450

and with a different catalyst porosity and catalytic activity comes a change451

in strength properties of the ceramic itself. All of this has to be taken into452

account during design as it may result in poor performances. Different strate-453

gies can be adopted to improve the susceptibility to fragmentation of catalyst454

supports, such as by stress reducing shape optimisation. For example, the455

insertion of four external cogs between the holes of a four-hole catalyst pellet456

can decrease the compressive stress concentration of the pellet core for load457

orientations that are close to 45◦. Another option is to adjust the sintering458

process, e.g. by changing the powder size distribution, compaction pressure,459

firing temperature, etc., to modify the final porosity and strength of the460

catalyst support, maintaining acceptable levels of catalytic activity. In the461

present study, the same green pellets have been sintered with two different462

firing temperatures, producing catalyst supports with different porosities and463

therefore different mechanical properties. The catalysts from Set 1 have a464

higher porosity and weaker mechanical properties than the supports from Set465

2. From a qualitative inspection of the pellet fragmentation it can be noticed466

that the pellets from Set 1 are marginally but significantly more fragile (pro-467

ducing more fines) than the pellets from Set 2. This is particularly noticeable468

when the pellets are subjected to load orientations close to the strong hole469

orientation, i.e. 40◦ and 45◦, in Figure 14 and Figure 15.470

Currently, there are very few methods to compare the strength and frag-471

mentation behaviour of complex-shaped catalyst pellets. For this reason, a472
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methodology for the derivation of representative fragment size distribution473

curves for the design of catalyst supports from 2D numerical simulations474

is now introduced for the case of externally cylindrical pellet shapes. To475

develop the method to compare the fragmentation behaviour of axially sym-476

metric catalyst supports in a reactor tube during thermal contraction, the477

following observations and simplifying assumptions are made. i) Pellets with478

holes tend to be more vulnerable when compressed on a plane normal to their479

longitudinal axis. For this reason only the loads that are orthogonal to the480

pellets, axes are considered. ii) The load transmission between neighbouring481

pellets is assumed to be higher for two opposite contact points. More com-482

plex contact configurations are therefore neglected. iii) The catalyst pellets483

in a pack have random orientations and can be compressed by the neigh-484

bouring particles and the reactor tube walls with equal likelihood in all ori-485

entations. All the possible loading configurations experienced by the pellets486

in the reactor can therefore be represented by uniaxial compactions between487

0◦ and 45◦ (for a four-hole pellet). The collection of the fragments produced488

after primary and ultimate failure for all these simulated compaction orien-489

tations are used to define representative fragment size distribution curves for490

a defined externally cylindrical catalyst support. The area of each fragment491

obtained from the 2D FEMDEM simulations is computed and divided by492

the area of the intact pellet. This allow s the calculation of the correspond-493

ing normalised mass of the fragments [mass of the fragment / mass of the494

intact pellet]. The cumulative size distribution of the fragments produced495

(i.e. the percentage by total original mass or by total original area in 2D496

analysis passing a given mass or size of fragment) during crushing simula-497

tions are shown in Figure 17(a) and Figure 17(b). The plots are compiled498

using all fragmentation results from the ten representative orientations for499

the four-hole specimens and the solid cylinders from Set 1. The two curves500

are compared in Figure 17(c) the cumulative distributions after primary and501

after ultimate failure give the two extreme estimates of the fragment sizes.502

These extremes may be considered as suitable limits to serve as comparative503

bounds for consideration of likely fragmentation and fines production during504

crushing inside a reactor.505

Figure 17(c) shows a comparison of the fragments produced during crush-506

ing simulations of ten representative orientations for the four-hole specimens507

and four realisations of the cylinder without holes from Set 1. The two cat-508

alyst supports show very different fragmentation behaviours. The disk-like509

cylinder without holes produces a larger fractions of fines both after primary510
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Table 3: Cumulative size distribution of the fragments produced during crushing simula-
tions of ten representative orientations for the four-hole specimens and four realisations of
the solid cylinder without holes from Set 1, see text for further explanation.

Pellet A50 A10

Primary Ultimate Primary Ultimate

Four-hole 0.449 0.214 0.291 0.065
Solid 0.449 0.095 0.109 0.004

and ultimate failure. A comparison of representative fragment size parame-511

ters for the two catalyst shapes is reported in Table 3. In this table, A50 is512

the 50% passing size and A10 is the 10% passing size. A50 is a typical average513

area of a fragment whereas A10 is the typical area of the finest fraction. For514

example, if the pellet was originally of area 100 mm2, the ultimate typical515

fragment areas (A50) would be 21.4 mm2 and 9.5 mm2 for the four-holed516

and solid pellets respectively. Similarly, the ultimate typical fines fraction517

areas (A10) would be 6.5 mm2 and 0.4 mm2. In terms of a linear dimension518

the nominal size of equivalent square fragments, for ultimate failure, would519

be 4.6 mm and 3.1 mm for the typical average fragment for the four-holed520

and solid pellets respectively, whereas for the typical fines fraction sizes, the521

differences are 2.6 mm and 0.6 mm for the four-holed and solid pellets respec-522

tively. These fragmentation curves and their derived descriptors of the size523

distribution strongly suggest that a fixed-bed reactor made with solid cylin-524

drical catalysts will be more likely to be affected by pressure drops caused525

by the choking effect of a significant portion of fines than if it was made526

with catalyst supports with four holes. A comparison of the fragmentation527

behaviour of Set1 and Set2 is also shown in Figure 18, with yield data plot-528

ted in Figure 3. The two catalyst supports produce a similar fragment size529

distribution at primary failure, but after ultimate failure, catalyst supports530

from Set 1 produce slightly larger fractions of fines, suggesting that they531

would be more prone to generate pressure drops.532

4. Conclusions533

The effects of the catalyst support shapes on their final strength and frag-534

mentation behaviour have been investigated. Numerical simulation results535

of uniaxial compressive tests on disc-like cylinders without holes have been536

presented. The contact force extrapolated from the numerical simulations537
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

(i) (j)

Figure 14: Comparison of pellet fragmentation after primary and ultimate (εd = 0.17%)
failure from the uniaxial compressive test simulations on the four-hole specimens from Set
1 for orientation angles: (a) 0◦, (b) 5◦, (c) 10◦, (d) 15◦, (e) 20◦, (f) 25◦, (g) 30◦, (h) 35◦,
(i) 40◦ and (j) 45◦. Different colours represent fragments after primary failure.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

(i) (j)

Figure 15: Comparison of pellet fragmentation after primary and ultimate (εd = 0.17%)
failure from the uniaxial compressive test simulations on the four-hole specimens from Set
2 for orientation angles: (a) 0◦, (b) 5◦, (c) 10◦, (d) 15◦, (e) 20◦, (f) 25◦, (g) 30◦, (h) 35◦,
(i) 40◦ and (j) 45◦. Different colours represent fragments after primary failure.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 16: Frames from the video recordings of the uniaxial compressive tests on six four-
hole pellets from Set 1: (a) three samples loaded in their weak orientation (0◦) and (b)
three samples loaded in their strong orientation (45◦).
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Figure 17: Cumulative size distribution of the fragments produced during crushing sim-
ulations of (a) ten representative orientations for the four-hole specimens (blue) and (b)
four realisations of the cylinder without holes (red) from Set 1. Fragment size distribution
after primary (continuous lines) and ultimate (dashed lines) failure. The fragments mass
is normalised with the mass of the intact pellet. (c) Comparison between the fragment
size distribution curves for the two pellet shapes. The two horizontal black dashed lines
highlight the 50% and 10% passing.
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Figure 18: Cumulative size distribution of the fragments produced during crushing sim-
ulations on ten representative orientations for the four-hole specimens from Set 1 (blue)
and Set 2 (red). Fragment size distribution after primary (continuous lines) and ultimate
(dashed lines) failure. The fragments mass is normalised with the mass of the intact pellet.
The two horizontal black dashed lines highlight the 50% and 10% passing.

has been favourably compared to the corresponding theoretically corrected538

experimental results. Video recordings from the corresponding experiments539

provide confirmation of the FEMDEM code’s ability, after calibrating frac-540

ture energy release rate for this material, to simulate Mode I fracture as541

observed in porous ceramic pellet loading tests.542

Uniaxial compression laboratory tests on four-hole pellets and high-speed543

video recordings have been used to estimate pellet strengths and pellet crush-544

ing behaviours. Numerical simulations have also been employed to simulate545

the effects of geometrical features (holes) and loading orientation on the pre-546

and post-failure behaviour of catalysts. The results have given important547

indications for the tests that are routinely carried out for quality control548

purposes, showing that the strength of a complex shaped pellet can be easily549

overestimated by recording higher load peaks well after significant primary550

fracturing and in such cases the strengths being recorded are those corre-551

sponding to the strength of the load-carrying fragments and not the actual552

strength of the pellet.553

A comparison with experimental results has been presented and discussed,554

showing the capability of FEMDEM numerical simulations to correctly rep-555

resent the peak loads corresponding to primary and ultimate failure and the556

fragmentation behaviour of four-hole pellets. A stiffer test apparatus, with557
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higher frequency load transducers and high-speed camera would have to be558

employed in future studies to improve the quality and the resolution of the559

experimental data during pellet fragmentation.560

A methodology to derive a representative fragment size distribution from561

defined externally cylindrical pellet shapes and material properties has been562

proposed, showing the different fragmentation behaviour of the tested cat-563

alyst supports. This type of analysis has the potential to promote further564

innovation in the fixed-bed reactor technology and extend the lifetime of re-565

actors by providing important insights for the design of new catalyst pellet566

shapes and properties. The proposed methodology applied here to axially567

symmetric pellets, can be extended to any complex-shaped pellet with 3D568

FEMDEM simulations since 3D FEMDEM fracture models have also been569

developed. This will allow consideration of the range of contact forces active570

in a real multi-body pack, one not restricted to cylinders and their simplifying571

assumption that diametral loadings act towards the cylinder’s centre.572

Future research will be undertaken to simulate the whole packed structure573

of catalysts in fixed-bed reactors, allowing the representation of more realistic574

pellet loading and tube filling conditions that can help in the study and575

reduction of damage caused by the crushing behaviour of catalyst supports.576
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